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ClipFix  

Recommended Test Plan 

 & Installation Techniques 

 

A.) Preparation and inspection of broken RJ45 connector 

a. When using a non-broken RJ45 connector for test, bend the tab as far as it can go along 

the normal plane of flexing (approx. 160 deg) back and forth until it breaks off. No 

further preparation of the connector should be necessary. Just inspect to insure that the 

broken surface remaining (the vestige) on the connector is not too high as to cause 

interference when inserted into the port. If the vestige interferes, simply bend it 

downward until there is no interference to the port opening. 

 

 
 

b. When using a broken connector inspect the vestige as in step “a” to insure there is no 

physical interference. 

 

 
 

c. Cutting tools are not recommended to remove the tab for test as this is not a “real 

world” scenario. If a cutting tool (wire cutters/dykes) is used to remove the tab from the 

RJ45 connector, then care must be taken to not have a vestige that poses interference 

as described above. And to not create an artificial condition that interferes with proper 

ClipFix installation and operation. 

 

B.) Inspection of port 

a. It’s important to recognize if a port as designed into a device poses a challenge for 

unbroken or “ClipFixed” RJ45 connectors. 

b. Recessed or Deep ports: ClipFix is designed with an extra-long tab to help with 

installation and removal in deep ports. See section C below for tips for installation in 

deep ports. 
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c. Ports with plastic or metal frames installed in front of the port: If there is a frame 

installed over the port, it may require care in installation and removal of ClipFixed 

connectors or normal connectors. 

 

C.) Installation of ClipFix on various connector/wire types 

a. Normal installation 

i. Hold the broken end of the network cable in one hand with the broken side of 

the modular connector facing upward as shown in Figure 1. 

 
ii. Hold ClipFix with the two side legs facing downward over the modular 

connector. 

iii. Insure that the front of the ClipFix is under the broken tab vestige as shown in 

Figure 2 push the ClipFix onto the broken modular connector allowing the legs 

to flex outward until the ClipFix locks securely in place as shown in Figure 3. 

  
 

b. Installation on short RJ45 connectors 

i. Some RJ 45 connectors have a shorter distance between the vestige and the 

back step of the RJ45 connector. In these cases the legs will be firmly pressed 

against the back step of the connector. The legs may even be angled toward the 

front of the connector. While this may take a little more pressure to push the 

legs into place, this pressure is acceptable. The front of ClipFix must be under 

the vestige and the legs must snap around the connector as seen in the picture 

below.  
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c. Installation on RJ45 connectors with boots 

i. When installing onto a connector with a boot as seen below, some users prefer 

to actually cut off the boot. ClipFix can still be installed easily when the tab is 

located into the boot first but then insure that the front of the ClipFix is secured 

under the broken vestige. 

 

ii. If the boot is very close to the broken vestige, the boot may interfere with the 

ClipFix tab. The tab can be trimmed back simply with a pair of scissors to make it 

shorter to fit into the boot. (We have only seen one wire type where this 

occurred.) 

D.) ClipFix Connector installation into port 

a. With ClipFix firmly installed on a broken RJ45 connector, support the two legs and the 

back of the tab as you press the ClipFixed connector into the port. This prevents ClipFix 

from popping off during installation in tight ports. As the connector is being seated all 

the way into the port, you will typically hear an audible click as the connector locks. If 

the connector does not lock, push the tab outward to engage the port lock. 

 

 
 

E.) Confirmation of Connection 

a. After locking the ClipFixed connector in place, give it a gentle tug to ensure it is locked 

properly. If it doesn’t lock, repeat step D.) a. above. If there is any issue with locking see  

G.) below. 

F.) Removal of ClipFix Connector from Port 

a. Press down on tab to compress and pull connector out of the port. 
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b. It is possible for some broken connectors have a very small vestige, in these cases apply 

a little more pressure to the back of the tab while pulling the connector out as shown 

below. 

 

c. Should you encounter a tight port or a deep/recessed port that is difficult to remove 

either a ClipFixed connector or a regular RJ45 connector. Please use the ClipFix Removal 

Key included in your production or sample pack. Insert the narrow end of the Rj45 

removal key above the ClipFix tab or regular RJ45 tab and below the top of the port as 

seen below. Insert until connector disengages. See instructions graphic on the package 

or consult www.clipfix.com for usage instructions. 

 

 
 

G.) “Clip it and Flip it” 

a. ClipFix has been tested in 1000s of different connection pairings. ClipFix has successfully 

engaged and disengaged in over 99% of the devices tested. However, should you have a 

connection issue and the cable can be removed easily, we recommend that you “Clip it 

and Flip it”.  To do this, after attaching ClipFix, flip the wire around and use the ClipFixed 

connector in the other connection port that was previously used by the other side of the 

wire.  

H.)  Testing Device and Wire Combinations 

a. For any given environment (Campus Office, Branch Office, Data Center, Hotel, etc.) 

obtain combinations of devices and wires commonly installed. 

b. Connect ClipFixed wires in each device to confirm acceptance. Acceptance % is 

calculated based on combinations of each type of wire with each type of device.  

i. Example: 10 different wire types and 10 different device types are tested. 

1. 9 ClipFixed wire types work in all devices but one wire type does not 

work in 5 device types. This would yield an acceptance of 95%. 

2. Typical acceptance for ClipFix is 90% acceptance. If you encounter a 

non-acceptance, we recommend "Clip it and Flip It" or using another 

wire type. 
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